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AbstratThe paper onsiders the exat number of harater omparisons needed to �ndall ourrenes of a pattern of length m in a text of length n using on-line andgeneral algorithms. For on-line algorithms, a lower bound of about (1 + 94(m+1) ) � nharater omparisons is obtained. For general algorithms, a lower bound of about(1 + 2m+3) �n harater omparisons is obtained. These lower bounds omplement anon-line upper bound of about (1 + 83(m+1) ) � n omparisons obtained reently by Coleand Hariharan. The lower bounds are obtained by �nding patterns with interestingombinatorial properties. It is also shown that for some patterns o�-line algorithmsan be more eÆient than on-line algorithms.Key words. string mathing, pattern mathing, omparisons, omplexity, lowerboundsSubjet lassi�ations. primary 68R15; seondary 68Q25, 68U151 IntrodutionThe lassial string mathing problem is the problem of �nding all ourrenes of a patternw[1 : : :m℄ in a text t[1 : : : n℄. String mathing is among the most extensively studied prob-lems in omputer siene. A survey of the various algorithms devised for it an be foundin [Ah90℄.Among the most eÆient algorithms devised for string mathing are algorithms that gaininformation about the pattern and text only by performing omparisons between patternand text haraters. Suh algorithms need not have any prior knowledge of the (possibly�Courant Institute, New York University, New York 10012. The �rst two authors were supported inpart by NSF grants CCR-8902221, CCR-8906949, CCR-9202900 and CCR-8901484.yDepartment of Computer Siene, University of Warwik, Coventry CV4 7AL, England. This authorwas supported in part by the ESPRIT BRA Programme of the EC under ontrats #3075 (ALCOM) and#7141 (ALCOM II). A part of this work was arried out while this author was visiting Tel Aviv University.zDepartment of Computer Siene, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel. A part of this work wasarried out while this author was visiting the University of Warwik.1



in�nite) alphabet from whih the pattern and text are drawn. We investigate the exatomparison omplexity of string mathing in this model and obtain lower bounds on thenumber of omparisons required (in the worst ase). These lower bounds allow the algo-rithms to preproess the pattern (but not the text). The lower bounds remain valid evenif the algorithms do know the alphabet in advane provided that the alphabet ontains aharater not appearing in the pattern.Two kinds of omparison based algorithms have been studied. An on-line algorithm is analgorithm that examines text haraters only in a window of size m sliding monotoniallyto the right; furthermore, the window an slide to the right only when all mathing patterninstanes to the left of the window or aligned with the window have been disovered. Ageneral (or o�-line) algorithm is an algorithm that an aess both the pattern and thetext in an unrestrited manner.Perhaps the most widely known linear time algorithms for string mathing are the Knuth-Morris-Pratt [KMP77℄ and Boyer-Moore [BM77℄ algorithms. We refer to them as the KMPand BM algorithms, respetively. The KMP algorithm makes at most 2n�m omparisonsand this bound is tight. The exat omplexity of the BM algorithm was an open questionuntil reently. It was shown in [KMP77℄ that the BM algorithm makes at most 6n ompar-isons if the pattern does not our in the text. Guibas and Odlyzko [GO80℄ redued thisto 4n under the same assumption. Cole [Cole91℄ �nally proved an essentially tight boundof 3n � 
(n=m) omparisons for the BM algorithm, whether or not the pattern ours inthe text.The versions of the KMP and BM algorithms onsidered in the preeding paragraph areomparison based. It is interesting to note that both algorithms have variants that are notpurely omparison based and do not fall into the ategory of algorithms onsidered in thispaper. The failure funtion of the KMP algorithm [KMP77℄ yields �nite automata thatperform string mathing by reading eah harater exatly one. However, simulations ofthese automata require prior knowledge of the alphabet and the number of omparisonsneeded to simulate eah transition depends on the alphabet size. Transitions an be simu-lated in unit time by using text haraters to address an array of pointers, but this is notallowed in our model.The standard BM algorithm [BM77℄ uses two shift funtions to determine the distane toshift the pattern when a mismath ours. One of these shift funtions, the ourrene shift ,gives the rightmost position in the pattern in whih the unmathed text harater ours.An eÆient implementation of this shift funtion is again alphabet dependent. The seondshift funtion used by the BM algorithm is omparison based. The analysis of Cole [Cole91℄shows that the ourrene shift funtion does not improve the worst ase behaviour of theBM algorithm. This ourrene shift funtion is very important in pratie, however, as itensures sublinear time in various probabilisti settings (see [BGR90℄). For a study of howthe KMP, BM and other algorithms behave in pratie the reader is referred to [HS91℄.Apostolio and Crohemore [AC89℄ gave a simple variant of the KMP algorithm whihmakes at most 32n omparisons. Apostolio and Gianarlo [AG86℄ gave a variant of the BMalgorithm whih makes at most 2n�m+1 omparisons. Crohemore et al. [CCG92℄ showedreently that remembering just the most reently mathed portion redues the upper boundof BM from 3n to 2n omparisons.Reently, Galil and Gianarlo [CGG90℄,[GG92℄ analyzed and modi�ed a string mathing2



algorithm designed by Colussi [Coll91℄ ; they showed it makes at most 43n omparisons. Infat, [GG92℄ give this bound in a sharper form as a funtion of the period z of the pattern;the bound beomes n + (n � m)minf13 ; minfz;m�zg+22m g. Galil and Gianarlo [GG91℄ havealso shown that any on-line algorithm for string mathing must perform at least 43n�O(1)omparisons for some strings (the string aba is an example). It will be shown here thatthis lower bound also applies to general algorithms, if only pattern-text omparisons areallowed.The algorithm of Galil and Gianarlo [GG92℄ is eÆient for relatively short patterns. It maybeome ineÆient for longer patterns. Breslauer and Galil [BG92℄ and Cole and Hariharan[CH92℄ have shown that the string mathing problem beomes easier as the length of thepattern inreases. Breslauer and Galil [BG92℄ developed an algorithm that performs atmost (1 + O( logmm )) � n harater omparisons for texts of length n and patterns of lengthm. Cole and Hariharan [CH92℄ obtained an algorithm that performs at most (1+O( 1m)) �nomparisons. As we shall see, this is essentially tight.Galil and Gianarlo [GG91℄ showed that any on-line algorithm must perform at least (1 +2m+3) � n � O(1) omparisons for some patterns of odd length m, and that any (general)algorithm must perform at least (1 + 12m) � n � O(1) omparisons for some patterns oflength m.In this work we improve the lower bounds for both on-line and o�-line algorithms. Wealso show that for ertain patterns o�-line algorithms an be more eÆient than on-linealgorithms. Some of our lower bounds apply in a model in whih both text-text and pattern-text omparisons are allowed. We suspet that for some patterns text-text omparisonsan improve the eÆieny of string mathing algorithms.Our improved lower bounds are the following: for on-line algorithms that use only pattern-text omparisons, a lower bound of (1+ 167m+27 ) �n�O(1) harater omparisons is obtained,for m = 16k+19 where k � 1. For on-line algorithms that are allowed to use both pattern-text and text-text omparisons, a lower bound of (1+ 94(m+1))�n�O(1) harater omparisonsis obtained, for m = 36k+35 where k � 0. For general o�-line algorithms, that are allowedto use both pattern-text and text-text omparisons, a lower bound of (1 + 2m+3) � n�O(1)harater omparisons is obtained, form = 2k+1 where k � 2. We also get an o�-line lowerbound of 43 � n � O(1) harater omparisons for m = 3, if only pattern-text omparisonsare allowed.The on-line lower bounds presented ome very lose to the on-line upper bound of (1 +83(m+1) ) �n obtained by Cole and Hariharan [CH92℄. The worst-ase omparison omplexityof string mathing is therefore almost exatly determined. It is asymptotially of the form(1 + dm) � n where for on-line algorithms 94 � d � 83 and for general algorithms 2 � d � 83 .Our work builds on the work of Galil and Gianarlo [GG91℄. Our point of view, however, isa bit di�erent. Galil and Gianarlo [GG91℄ investigated the number of omparisons requiredonly as a funtion of n, the text length, and m, the pattern length. We are interested in thenumber of omparisons required as a funtion of the text length and the spei� patternsought.In the next setion we explain, in more detail, the rules of the string mathing game in theomparison model setting. In Setion 3 we desribe the adversary arguments that lie at theheart of our lower bounds proofs. The o�-line lower bounds presented in Setion 4 follow3



almost immediately from the arguments of Setion 3. A spei� lower bound is obtainedfor every pattern. This lower bound depends on the �rst and seond periods of the pattern(see next setion). These o�-line lower bounds are shown to be tight for an interestingfamily of patterns. Exploiting the additional restritions plaed on on-line algorithms, weobtain, in Setions 5 and 6, improved on-line lower bounds. The lower bound of Setion 5depends again on the �rst and seond periods of the patterns. Additional periods and moreompliated ombinatorial strutures are used in Setion 6. In setion 7 we obtain someon-line upper bounds (for strings of the form akba`) that math the on-line and some of theo�-line lower bounds of Setions 4 and 5. Finally, in Setion 8 we exhibit a pattern (abaa)for whih an o�-line algorithm (it is atually on-line with a small look-ahead) performsbetter than any on-line algorithm.A preliminary version of this paper has appeared in [CHPZ93℄.2 PreliminariesThe algorithms we onsider are allowed to aess the text and the pattern only throughqueries of the form \t[i℄ = w[j℄?" or \t[i℄ = t[j℄?". To eah suh query the algorithm issupplied with a `yes' or `no' answer. An algorithm is harged only for the queries it makes;all other omputations are free of harge. Algorithms may adaptively hoose their queriesdepending on the answers to earlier queries. An algorithm in this model may be viewedas a sequene of deision trees. Similar omparison models are used to study omparisonproblems suh as sorting, searhing and seletion.For a string w, let (w) denote the minimal onstant for whih there exists a string mathingalgorithm that �nds all ourrenes of the pattern w in a text of length n using at most(w)�n+ o(n) omparisons (between text and pattern haraters and between pairs of textharaters). A variant of (w) is �(w) in whih the algorithm is not allowed to omparepairs of text haraters. Obviously (w) � �(w).In the de�nition of (w) and �(w), we allow unrestrited o�-line algorithms that haverandom aess to all the haraters of the text. By ontrast, we de�ne k(w) and �k(w) tobe the orresponding minimal onstants when the algorithms have aess to the text onlythrough a sliding window of size jwj+ k (where jwj denotes the length of w). Furthermore,the algorithm is only allowed to slide the window past a text position when it has alreadyreported whether an ourrene of the pattern starts at that text position. Algorithmsusing a sliding window of size jwj (i.e., k = 0) are traditionally alled on-line algorithms.We all algorithms that use larger windows, �nite look-ahead or window algorithms. Clearly(w) � k(w) � 0(w) for any k � 0. We show in Setion 8 that for some w and some k,k(w) < 0(w). More spei�ally, we show there that 4(abaa) < 0(abaa). This meansthat for some patterns, algorithms that use larger windows may be more eÆient than allalgorithms that use smaller windows. It is still an open problem whether there exists astring w for whih (w) < k(w) for every k � 0. That is, it is not known whether thereexists strings for whih an optimal o�-line algorithm is better than any �nite look-aheadalgorithm. It is lear however that k(w) is non-inreasing in k. The following Lemma isalso easily established.Lemma 2.1 For any string w we have limk!1 k(w) = (w).4



Proof : Let (n) be the number of omparisons required, in the worst ase, to �nd allourrenes of w in a text of length n using an unrestrited algorithm. By the de�nitionof (w) we get that (n) � (w)�n+ d(n) where d(n) = o(n). For every k � 0 onsider nowthe following algorithm with look-ahead k. The algorithm �nds all ourrenes of w in itswindow of size k + jwj using at most (k + jwj) omparisons. The window is then slid byk + 1 positions and the same proess is repeated. The number of omparisons performedby this algorithm on a text of length n is at most� nk + 1� � (k + jwj) � ̂k(w)�n+ d̂k(w)where ̂k(w) = k + jwjk + 1 � (w) + d(k + jwj)k + 1and d̂k(w) is some onstant (depending on w and k). In partiular we get that k(w) �̂k(w). It is now easy to hek that limk!1 ̂k(w) = (w) and therefore limk!1 k(w) �(w). It is lear however that limk!1 k(w) � (w) and the required equality follows. 2It is easy to see that 1 � (w) � 0(w); �(w) � �0(w) for every string w. The KMPalgorithm shows that 1 � �0(w) � 2, for every w. The algorithm of Galil and Gianarlo[GG92℄ shows that 1 � �0(w) � 43 , for every w. The algorithm of Breslauer and Galil[BG92℄ shows that 1 � �0(w) � 1 + 4 log2 m+2m for every string of length m. Finally, thealgorithm of Cole and Hariharan [CH92℄ shows that 1 � �0(w) � 1+ 83(m+1) for every stringw of length m. The algorithms (of [KMP77℄,[GG92℄,[BG92℄,[CH92℄) mentioned here are allon-line and they use only pattern-text omparisons.Galil and Gianarlo [GG91℄ showed that �0(w) � 0(w) � 1 + 2m+3 for some patterns ofodd length m. We show that for in�nitely many values of m there exists strings of lengthm for whih �0(w) � 0(w) � 1 + 94(m+1) . We also show that for in�nitely many valuesof m there exists strings of length m for whih �0(w) � 1 + 167m+27 . This shows that thealgorithm of Cole and Hariharan is not far from being optimal. We further show that�(w) � (w) � 1 + 2m+3 for some patterns of odd length m � 5, showing essentially thatthe lower bounds obtained by [GG91℄ for on-line algorithms also hold for general algorithms.Let w be a string of length m. We say that z (1 � z � m) is a period of w if and only ifw[i℄ = w[i + z℄ for every 1 � i � m � z. Let z1 be the minimal period of w. (A minimalperiod exists sine m is always a period of w.) Let z2 be the minimal period of w whih isnot divisible by z1. If suh a seond period does not exist we set z2 = 1. We all z1 theperiod of w and z2 the seond period of w. Periodiity properties play a major role in thesequel.It is well known (see, e.g., [KMP77℄) that if z1 and z2 are periods of w and if z1 + z2 �jwj+ gd(z1; z2) then gd(z1; z2) is also a period of w. If z1 and z2 are the �rst and seondperiods of w then gd(z1; z2) is not a period of w and, as a onsequene, z1 + z2 � jwj+ 2.3 Adversary argumentsOur lower bounds are derived using an adversary that �lls in the text while answering thealgorithm's queries. The adversary always `tiles' the text with (overlapping) ourrenes of5



the pattern. Every harater of the text eventually beomes part of an ourrene, whihthe algorithm must �nd. Consequently the algorithm must establish the identity of eahtext harater and it an ahieve this only by getting at least one `yes' answer for eahposition. The adversary tries to avoid giving `yes' answers whenever possible. It gives a`yes' answer only when a `no' answer would either ontradit a previous answer or preventit from ompletely tiling the text. The arguments of this setion are generalizations ofsimilar arguments of Galil and Gianarlo [GG91℄.The statement, made above, that at least one `yes' answer must be obtained by the algo-rithm for eah text position overed by an ourrene of the pattern seems obvious. It isindeed immediate if only pattern-text omparisons are allowed. A slightly more ompliatedargument is needed to handle the possibility of text-text omparisons.Lemma 3.1 A omparison based algorithm an be ertain about the identity of s text har-aters in a text t only after reeiving at least s `yes' answers.Proof : Assume that the algorithm delares the identity of s text positions after reeivingonly s0 `yes' answers where s0 < s, and an arbitrary number of `no' answers. We show thatthere exists a text t0, onsistent with all the `yes' and `no' answers reeived by the algorithm,in whih at least one of the haraters is not the one laimed by the algorithm. This textis built in the following way. Let V = fv1; : : : ; vsg be the set of indies of the text positionswhose identity is delared by the algorithm. Let U = fu1; : : : ; upg be the set of indies oftext positions involved in queries that were answered by `yes'. If V 6� U then we are done,as if vj 62 U for some 1 � j � s, then t0 may be obtained by replaing the harater atposition vj of t by a new harater b not appearing in t. Assume therefore that V � U .Let the number of distint symbols in the pattern w be k. Construt a graph G whih hasone vertex for eah text harater in U and one vertex for eah of the k symbols whihappear in w. Every edge in G orresponds to a `yes' answer reeived by the algorithm.If a `yes' answer was given to a query `w[i℄ = t[j℄?' then an edge is added between thevertex orresponding to t[j℄ and the vertex orresponding to the symbol at w[i℄. If a `yes'answer was given to a query `t[i℄ = t[j℄?' then an edge is added between the verties whihorrespond to t[i℄ and t[j℄ respetively. Note that G has at most s0 edges and at least s+ kverties. Sine s0 � s � 1, G must have at least k + 1 onneted omponents. Clearly,at least one of these onneted omponents C does not have a vertex orresponding to asymbol in w. The required text t0 is obtained in this ase by replaing all the haraters oft in positions that belong to the omponent C by a new harater b not appearing in t. 2Next we desribe a sheme using whih the adversary an give any algorithm a relativelylarge number of `no' answers. We begin with a de�nition.De�nition 3.2 Let w be a string. A family F = ftv : v 2 f0; 1grg of texts of length n issaid to be r-separating for w if there exist indies u01; : : : ; u0r and u11; : : : ; u1r suh that1. The text tv, for every v = (v1; : : : ; vr) 2 f0; 1gr, ontains ourrenes of w startingat positions uv11 ; : : : ; uvrr , but not at positions uv11 ; : : : ; uvrr (where x = 1 � x is theomplement of x).2. The answer to any query of the form `w[i℄ = t[j℄?' is either `yes' for all texts tv 2 F ,or `no' for all texts tv 2 F , or `yes' for a text tv 2 F if and only if vk = ", for some�xed 1 � k � r and " 2 f0; 1g. 6



A very simple example of an r-separating family for aba may be obtained as follows. Letn = 3r + 1 for some r � 1. Plae a's in positions 3j, for 0 � j < r, of all texts tv. Inpositions 3j + 1; 3j + 2 of tv, put ba if vj = 0 and ab if vj = 1 (for simpliity, we numberthe positions here from 0). This family may be depited shematially as:: : : a baab a baab a baab a : : :The following Lemma is easily established. Its proof is omitted.Lemma 3.3 If F = ftv : v 2 f0; 1grg is an r-separating family then the answer to atext-text query `t[i℄ = t[j℄?' is either `yes' for all texts tv, or `no' for all tv, or `yes' for tvif and only if vk1 = "1, or `yes' for tv if and only if vk1 � vk2 = "1, or `yes' in tv if and onlyif vk1 = "1 and vk2 = "2, for some �xed 1 � k1; k2 � r and "1; "2 2 f0; 1g.In the example given after De�nition 3.2, there is no text-text query whose answer is `yes'if and only if vk1 = "1 and vk2 = "2, for some �xed 1 � k1 6= k2 � r and "1; "2 2 f0; 1g.Suh a situation may arise however for patterns w that ontain more than two distintharaters.We are now ready to prove:Lemma 3.4 If F is an r-separating family for w then, for any omparison-based algorithmfor w, there exists a text tv 2 F for whih the algorithm reeives at least r `no' answersbefore being able to loate all the ourrenes of w in tv.Proof : The adversary maintains a set E ontaining linear equations over the binary �eldGF(2) in the variables v1; : : : ; vr. At any stage, there is at least one vetor v 2 f0; 1gr thatsatis�es all the equations of E, and if a vetor v 2 f0; 1gr satis�es all the equations of Ethen the text tv is onsistent with all answers given so far by the adversary. Further, thenumber of equations in E is at most the number of `no' answers given by the adversary.At the beginning E = �, and as no query has been made, all texts are still possible. Thisis how the adversary responds to a new query:If the answer to the query is the same for all texts tv for whih v is a solution of E, theadversary responds with this ommon answer. The set E remains unhanged and all theinvariants remain satis�ed.Otherwise, the adversary answers with a `no'. It then adds an equation to E in the followingway. As the answer to the urrent query is not the same for all the texts in F , there exist,by De�nition 3.2 and by Lemma 3.3, either a single equation e1 or two equations e1 ande2 suh that the answer to the query is `yes' in tv if and only if v satis�es e1, or both e1and e2.If the answer to the query, aording to tv, is `yes' if and only if e1 is satis�ed, then e1,the equation obtained from e1 by omplementing its free oeÆient, is added to E. If theanswer to the query, aording to tv, is `yes' if and only if both e1 and e2 are satis�ed, thenat least one of e1 and e2 is independent of the equations of E, as otherwise the answerwould have been the same for all surviving texts. If e1 does not depend on E then the7



equation e1 is added to E, otherwise e2 is added. It is easy to verify that all the requiredinvariants are still satis�ed.The algorithm's task is done only when there is a unique solution to E. This happens onlywhen the set E ontains at least r equations. An equation is added to E only as a resultof a `no' answer. The adversary an therefore give the algorithm at least r `no' answers. 2Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4 an be ombined together to give a lower bound of n + r if, in everytext tv of the separating family F used in Lemma 3.4, every text position is overed byan ourrene of the pattern w. Suh separating families will be onstruted in the nextsetion.4 O�-line lower boundsTheorem 4.1 If w is a string and z1; z2 are its �rst and seond periods then (w) �1 + 1z1+z2 .Proof : Assume without loss of generality that n = r(z1 + z2) + jwj for some r � 1. Forevery v 2 f0; 1gr onstrut a text tv of length n in whih, for every 0 � j < r, ourrenesof w start at j(z1+z2), and either at j(z1+z2)+z1 or at j(z1+z2)+z2 aording to whethervj = 0 or vj = 1. It is easy to verify that F = ftv : v 2 f0; 1grg is an r-separating familyfor w where u0j = j(z1 + z2) + z1 and u1j = j(z1 + z2) + z2, for 0 � j < r. This onstrutionis depited in Figure 1 (note that z1 + z2 � jwj + 2). Consider now a omparison-basedalgorithm A that �nds all ourrenes of w in a string of length n. Aording to Lemma 3.4,A gets at least r `no' answers for at least one text tv0 , where v0 2 f0; 1gr. It is also easy tosee that every text tv, and in partiular tv0 , is ompletely overed with ourrenes of w.Aording to Lemma 3.1, A must therefore get at least n `yes' answers on tv0 . In total, Amust make, in the worst ase, at least n+ r = (1 + 1z1+z2 )n� jwjz1+z2 omparisons for a textof length n. 2As an example, note that for the string aba, z1 = 2 and z2 = 3 and therefore (aba) � 65 .The separating family used to obtain this lower bound may be depited as:: : : aba baab aba baab aba baab aba : : :This family has the property that, in every text of the family, every position is overed byan ourrene of aba. The separating family for aba given after De�nition 3.2 did not havethis property.As a further example, note that for the string abaa we have z1 = 3 and z2 = 4, and therefore(abaa) � 87 . In Setion 8 it will be shown that this bound is tight, i.e., (abaa) = 87 . Wewill see from Theorem 7.1 that 0(abaa) = 54 . This provides an example of a string forwhih o�-line algorithms an be more eÆient than on-line algorithms.Theorem 4.2 If w is a string, z1; z2 are its �rst and seond periods, and 2z2 � z1 � jwjthen (w) � 1 + 1z2 . 8



z2z1 z2 z1 � � �� � � z1+z2�jwjj(z1 + z2) (j + 1)(z1 + z2)
Figure 1: The on�guration used to prove that (w) � 1 + 1z1+z2
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jwj�(2z2�z1)
z2Figure 2: A on�guration used to show that (w) � 1 + 1z2Proof : The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. A separating family, inwhih every text is almost ompletely tiled with ourrenes of w, may be obtained thistime without using ourrenes of w that are ommon to all the texts of the family.Assume that n = rz2+ jwj+ z1 for some r � 1. For every v 2 f0; 1gr, onstrut a text tv oflength n in whih, for 0 � j < r, ourrenes of w start at jz2 if vj = 0 or at jz2+(z2� z1)if vj = 1. It is again easy to hek that F = ftv : v 2 f0; 1grg is an r-separating family forw where this time u0j = jz2 and u1j = jz2+(z2� z1), for every 0 � j < r. The onstrutionis depited in Figure 2. Note that if z1; z2 (z1 < z2) are periods of w then so is 2z2� z1. As2z2�z1 � jwj, every position in a text tv, exept perhaps the �rst and last z2�z1 positions,is overed by an ourrene of w. Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we an show thatany algorithm must perform, in the worst ase, at least n(1+ 1z2 )�O(jwj) omparisons. 2As an example, for the string aabaa we have z1 = 3; z2 = 4 and 2z2�z1 � jwj and therefore(aabaa) � 54 . The separating family used this time is:: : : aa baab aa baab aa baab aa : : :9



Theorem 4.3 �(aba) = 43 .Proof : The upper bound will follow from Theorem 7.1. The lower bound does not followfrom Theorem 4.2 as the ondition 2z2�z1 � jwj is not satis�ed. A speialized argument isneeded in this ase. The argument given here assumes that only pattern-text omparisonsare allowed. It does not seem to extend in a simple manner to the ase in whih bothpattern-text and text-text omparisons are allowed.The lower bound is obtained using the separating family for aba given after De�nition 3.2.A ompliation arises however as texts in this family are not ompletely overed by our-renes of aba.Assume that n = 3r + 1 for some r � 1. The adversary starts by putting a's in all textpositions 3j, for 0 � j < r. It will set positions 3j + 1; 3j + 2 to either ab or ba only afterreplying with a `no' to at least one query onerning these positions.The adversary answers the queries of the algorithm in the following way. If the queriedtext position was already set by the adversary, the answer onsistent with this setting isreturned. If the query is `t[3j + k℄ = a?' or `t[3j + k℄ = b?' where k = 1; 2, and position3j + k has not yet been set, the adversary responds with a `no'. It then sets positions3j + 1; 3j + 2 to either ab or ba, whihever is onsistent with its `no' answer.All text positions of the form 3j+1 and 3j+2 will eventually be overed by ourrenes ofaba. The adversary therefore fores at least one `no' answer and two `yes' answers for eahsuh pair. Positions of the form 3j are not neessarily overed by ourrenes of aba. If,however, position 3j is not overed by suh an ourrene, then positions 3j� 2; 3j� 1 areset to ba and positions 3j + 1; 3j + 2 are set to ab. An algorithm must still query position3j at least one in suh a ase, to either verify or rule out an ourrene of aba starting atposition 3j � 1. This ompletes the proof. 2For a non-periodi string w (i.e., a string with z1 = jwj, z2 =1), the above theorems giveonly the trivial lower bound, (w) � 1. This bound is tight however as the many stringmathing algorithms (see, e.g., those of [Coll91℄,[GG91℄ and [CH92℄) perform at most nomparisons when searhing for a non-periodi pattern in a text of length n.As a orollary to Theorem 4.2 we getCorollary 4.4 For k; ` � 2 we have (akba`) � 1 + 1maxfk;`g+2) .Proof : It is easy to hek that the �rst and seond periods of w = akba` are z1 =maxfk; `g+1 and z2 = maxfk; `g+2 and that 2z2� z1 = maxfk; `g+3 � jwj = k+ `+1.The laim follows immediately from Theorem 4.2. 2In Setion 7 it will be shown that the bounds given in Corollary 4.4 are tight. They aneven be mathed using on-line algorithms. As a further Corollary to Theorem 4.2 (orCorollary 4.4) we getCorollary 4.5 For every m = 2k + 1, where k � 2, there exists a string wm(= akbak) oflength m suh that any algorithm that �nds all the ourrenes of wm in a text of length nmust make at least �1 + 2m+3�n� O(1) omparisons in the worst ase.10



z1 z2 � � �Figure 3: The on�guration used to prove that 0(w) � 1 + 1z2 .We know (see last paragraph of Setion 2) that if z1 and z2 are the �rst and seond periodsof w then z1 + z2 � jwj + 2. As z2 � z1 + 1, we get that z2 � d jwj+32 e. Corollary 4.5 istherefore the strongest result of its kind implied by Theorem 4.2.5 On-line lower bounds - IIn this short setion we show that the lower bound, (w) � 1 + 1z2 , obtained for o�-linealgorithms only when 2z2 � z1 � jwj, holds for on-line algorithms even if this onditiondoes not hold.Theorem 5.1 If w is a string and z2 is its seond period then 0(w) � 1 + 1z2 .Proof : Suppose that an on-line algorithm has just found an ourrene of w in the text.The window will now be slid by at most z1 positions to the right. Plae two opies of wshifted by z1 and z2 positions below w, as shown in Figure 3. Denote these opies by w0and w00. Sine z2 � z1 is not a period of w, the two opies w0 and w00 must disagree in atleast one position after the end of the found ourrene of w. The adversary will extendthe found ourrene of w by either w0 or w00 in a way that will fore the algorithm to getat least one `no' answer. If the algorithm makes a query whose answer is idential underboth ontinuations, the adversary gives the algorithm this ommon answer. At some stagethe algorithm has to make a query that distinguishes between the two nonompatible on-tinuations. No matter what this query is, the adversary answers it by `no'. The adversarynow hooses the ontinuation onsistent with this `no' and answers all further questionsaordingly, until the algorithm �nds the hosen ourrene. By then the algorithm haseither made at least z1 + 1 queries and an slide the window by only z1 positions, or hasmade at least z2 + 1 queries and an slide the window by only z2 positions. Note that toverify an ourrene of the pattern in the text, the algorithm must get at least one `yes'answer for eah harater of this ourrene. This proess will be repeated again and againforing the algorithm to make at least (1 + 1z2 )�n� O(1) queries on a text of length n. 2In the next setion we obtain, using more ompliated arguments, better lower bounds foron-line algorithms (see Corollaries 6.3 and 6.5).
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1213451121121345112112134511211213451121(a) The set up hw10; 7; 9; 10i
121342531121121342531121121342531121121342531121(b) The set up hw12; 9; 11; 12iFigure 4: Two simple setups in whih Theorem 6.1 an be applied6 On-line lower bounds - IIIn (the proof of) Theorem 5.1 it was shown that for every non-periodi pattern the adversaryan fore any algorithm to make at least one mistake (i.e., get at least one `no' answer)for eah ourrene of the pattern used in the tiling of the text. Now we show that forertain patterns the adversary an fore any algorithm to make at least two mistakes foreah suh ourrene. The algorithm of Cole and Hariharan [CH92℄ makes at most twomistakes for eah suh ourrene, so no adversary an fore all algorithms to make at leastthree mistakes for eah ourrene of the tiling.Theorem 6.1 Let w be a string of length m and let z1 < z2 < : : : < zk be periods of wsuh that for every 1 � i < j � k, zj � zi is not a period of w.(i) If none of the multi-sets fw[m+ i�zj℄ : 1 � j � kg, for 1 � i � z1, ontains a haraterexatly k � 1 times then �0(w) � 1 + 2zk .(ii) In addition, if none of the multi-sets f(w[m+ i1 � zj℄; w[m+ i2 � zj℄) : 1 � j � kg, for1 � i1 < i2 � z1, ontains exatly k � 1 equal pairs then 0(w) � 1 + 2zk .Before proeeding with the proof of this theorem, we try to larify the onditions appearingin it. Consider k+1 opies of w, positioned in an array of k+1 rows numbered 0; 1; : : : ; k,and m + zk olumns numbered 1; : : : ; m + zk, where the opy in the i-th row is shifted zipositions to the right with respet to the opy in the 0-th row. Suh arrays are depitedin Figure 4(a) for the string w10 = 1213451121 with z1 = 7, z2 = 9 and z3 = 10, andin Figure 4(b) for the string w12 = 121342531121 with z1 = 9, z2 = 11 and z3 = 12. Amulti-set fw[m+ i� zj℄ : 1 � j � kg ontains the k haraters appearing in olumn m+ iof rows 1; : : : ; k in the array orresponding to w. The requirement in lause (i) above isthat, in eah olumn that lies after the end of the opy of the 0-th row, but at or beforethe end of any of the other opies, no harater appears in all but one of the rows. It iseasy to hek that in both ases depited in Figure 4 this ondition is satis�ed. Note thatwhen k = 3 this ondition requires that the three haraters in suh a olumn will eitherall be equal or all be distint.To hek the ondition of lause (ii) above, one needs to look at pairs of suh olumnsand ompare the pair of haraters appearing in eah row. The number j of equal pairs isrequired to satisfy j 6= k� 1. It is easily veri�ed that this ondition is satis�ed in the arrayof w10 = 1213451121 but not in the array of w12 = 121342531121. Thus for w10 we obtain0(w10) � 65 , while for w12 we an only infer �0(w12) � 76 .Proof : The proof (of both statements) is a simple extension of the proof of Theorem 5.1.Suppose that an on-line algorithm has just found an ourrene of w in the text. The12



window an be slid at most z1 positions to the right. Below w, plae k opies of w shiftedby z1; z2; : : : ; zk positions respetively (the reader may refer to Figure 3 imagining that kinstead of just two opies appear there). Sine none of zj � zi is a period of w, eah pair ofopies must disagree in at least one position after the end of the found ourrene of w. Theadversary will extend the found ourrene of w by one of the k opies in a way that willfore the algorithm to get at least two `no' answers. If the algorithm asks a question whoseanswer under the above k ontinuations is the same, the adversary gives the algorithm thisommon answer. At some stage the algorithm has to make a query to whih the answer is`yes' aording to some of the ontinuations, and `no' aording to the rest of them. Theadversary will answer this query with a `no'. Conditions (i) and (ii) imply that at least twoontinuations are onsistent with this `no' answer. The adversary now gives the ommonanswers to all queries that do not distinguish between the remaining ontinuations. Atsome stage the algorithm has to make another query to whih both answers are possible.Again, the adversary answers this with a `no'. At least one ontinuation is onsistent withall the replies given by the adversary. The adversary hooses one of them and answers allsubsequent queries aordingly, until the algorithm �nds the next ourrene of w. By thenthe algorithm has made at least zi + 2 queries, for some 1 � i � k, and it an slide thewindow by only zi positions. 2We will heneforth say that hw; z1; z2; : : : ; zki is a setup if w is a string, and z1 < z2 < : : : <zk are periods of w, and none of zj � zi, for i 6= j is a period of w. The string w10 is theshortest string for whih a setup satisfying the onditions of Theorem 6.1 an be obtained.The string w12 is the shortest string for whih a setup that satis�es ondition (i), but notondition (ii), of Theorem 6.1 an be obtained. The two last statements were veri�ed usinga omputer searh.We next show how to obtain from eah setup satisfying the onditions of Theorem 6.1 anin�nite sequene of suh setups. This helps in the investigation of the asymptoti numberof omparisons required as the length of the pattern strings tends to in�nity. The in�nitesequene is obtained by padding the basi setup.Let u and v be strings. pad(u; v) denotes the string obtained by plaing a opy of vbefore and after eah harater of u. Thus pad(121; 00) = 00100200100 and in generaljpad(u; v)j = (juj+ 1)(jvj+ 1)� 1. We now haveTheorem 6.2 If hw; z1; : : : ; zki is a setup satisfying the onditions of Theorem 6.1 and ifw` = pad(w; 0`) then 0(w`) � 1 + 2(jwj+1)zk � 1jw`j+1 :Proof : If the setup hw; z1; : : : ; zki satis�es the onditions of Theorem 6.1 then so doesthe setup hw`; (`+1)z1; : : : ; (`+1)zki. To see this, note at �rst that (`+1)zi, for 1 � i � k,is indeed a period of w` = pad(w; 0`) and that none of (`+ 1)(zj � zi), for i 6= j, is suh aperiod. To verify the �rst ondition of Theorem 6.1, note that every olumn in the setuphw`; (` + 1)z1; : : : ; (` + 1)zki is either a olumn of the setup hw; z1; : : : ; zki or an all-zeroolumn. The seond ondition is veri�ed in a similar way. The statement of the Theoremthen follows from Theorem 6.1, applied to hw`; (` + 1)z1; : : : ; (`+ 1)zki, and from the fatthat 1 + 2(`+1)zk = 1 + 2(jwj+1)zk � 1jw`j+1 . 213



Theorem 6.2 motivates the searh for setups hw; z1; : : : ; zki satisfying the onditions ofTheorem 6.1 for whih 2(jwj + 1)=zk is as high as possible. The best suh setup that wehave found with k = 3 is the following, hw35; 25; 30; 32i:12121121213412156781479121212112121121211212134121567814791212121121211212112121341215678147912121211212112121121213412156781479121212112121For this setup, 2(jwj+ 1)=zk = 94 . As a orollary to Theorem 6.2 we obtainCorollary 6.3 For every m = 36k+35, where k � 0, there exists a string wm of length msuh that any on-line algorithm that �nds all the ourrenes of wm in a text of length nmust make at least �1 + 94(m+1)�n�O(1) omparisons in the worst ase.Using a omputer enumeration we have veri�ed that no better setup with k = 3 is possiblewith a pattern of length at most 250. However, better setups that satisfy the �rst onditionof Theorem 6.1 an be obtained by using four instead of three overlaps.Let uk = ��(12)k 1�2 33�2 12 �(12)k 1�2 33 �(12)k 1�2 :The following Lemma is easily veri�ed.Lemma 6.4 The setups huk; 8k + 12; 12k + 17; 14k + 18; 14k + 20i, for k � 1, satisfy the�rst ondition of Theorem 6.1.The setup hu1; 20; 29; 32; 34i for example is1211213331211213331212112133312112112112133312112133312121121333121121121121333121121333121211213331211211211213331211213331212112133312112112112133312112133312121121333121121As jukj = 16k + 19 we get as a orollaryCorollary 6.5 For every m = 16k + 19, where k � 1, there exists a string wm(= uk) oflength m suh that any on-line algorithm that uses only pattern-text omparisons to �ndall the ourrenes of wm in a text of length n must make at least �1 + 167m+27�n � O(1)omparisons in the worst ase.Corollary 6.5 is asymptotially better than Corollary 6.3 and it is the best on-line boundwe have obtained. We have veri�ed using a omputer searh that no better setup with fouror �ve overlaps an be obtained using strings of length at most 250.We believe that if hw; z1; : : : ; zki is a setup satisfying the onditions of Theorem 6.1 thenjzkj � 78 jwj. If this is true, then the result of Corollary 6.5 is essentially the best that anbe obtained using our methods. 14



7 On-line upper boundsThe next theorem exhibits an interesting family of strings for whih Theorem 5.1 is tight.Theorem 7.1 For every k; ` � 1 we have 0(akba`) = �0(akba`) = 1 + 1maxfk;`g+2 .Proof : The lower bound is a orollary of Theorem 5.1. A mathing upper bound is fairlystraightforward for the ase k � `, but needs more are when k > `. We will desribe analgorithm that works in both ases.Algorithm for akba`The algorithm is desribed as a sequene of steps, in eah of whih a text harater isompared to the aligned pattern harater. In the ase of a mismath or if an ourreneof the pattern has been veri�ed, the window is shifted along to the next position at whih apattern ourrene is possible. We represent the state of the algorithm before eah step byan information string uxv, where u 2 f0; agk, v 2 f0; ag`, and x 2 f0; A; bg, desribing (partof) the urrent knowledge the algorithm has about the text haraters in the window. A`0' in the information string indiates that no information is available on the orrespondingposition. An `a' (or a `b') indiates that the harater in that position is known to be ana (or a b). An `A' (or a `B') indiates that the harater in the orresponding position isknown not to be an a (or a b). The state an be written in the spei�ed form beause, afterany neessary window shift, the information string must be onsistent with the pattern.Our algorithm makes only `a?' and `b?' queries, and we hoose to forget any negativeinformation represented by `B'. We shall all the (k + 1)-st position in the window theb-position and all the others a-positions. An a-position is always queried for an a. Ab-position is always queried for a b.In terms of the information strings, the algorithm is simply desribed.IF there is some 0 in the information stringTHEN query the rightmost 0ELSE fx = Ag query the b-position .This proedure is repeated until the text string is exhausted. To prove the upper boundwe �rst establish the following pair of invariants.Invariants(i) If x = b then v = a`.(ii) If x = 0 then u does not ontain the subword a`+1.Invariant (i) holds beause x an only beome b after an information string of the formu0a`, and following any shift we again have x 6= b.For Invariant (ii), while x = 0 no tests in u are made, and the only a's shifted into u omefrom v. These are separated from the previous ontents of u by the `x' of the previousinformation string.Nearly all omparisons an be assoiated with text positions in the following way. Anyquery made at an a-position is assoiated with the orresponding text position. When15



x = 0 and the b-position is queried, a b result is assoiated with that text position. Ifthe result is B then are is needed sine, if ` < k, this result will be represented as a 0 inu. However, in this ase a shift of size ` + 1 will be made and, by Invariant (ii), at leastone 0 will be shifted out from the information string. The query is assoiated with thetext harater orresponding to any one suh 0. The remaining ase is when x = A andthe b-position is queried. Suh a query is not assoiated with any text position. We notethat after suh a query a shift of 1 + maxfk; `g is always made, and that the resultinginformation string will have x = 0. Sine a window shift is made in any step whih hangesx = 0 to x = A, learly an aumulative shift of at least 2+maxfk; `g positions must ourbetween any two suh `extra' queries. The upper bound follows. 2As a orollary we get that Theorem 5.1 is also tight for all members of the akba` family towhih it an be applied.Corollary 7.2 For k; ` � 2 we have (akba`) = �0(akba`) = 1 + 1maxfk;`g+2 .8 Look-ahead is usefulIn this setion we present a string mathing algorithm, spei�ally tailored for the stringabaa. The algorithm uses a window of size eight and its performane mathes the generallower bound obtained for abaa using Theorem 4.1. Thus, 87 = (abaa) = 4(abaa) <0(abaa) = 54 and abaa is therefore a string for whih look-ahead is useful.The abaa algorithm presented here sheds some light on the intriay of optimal stringmathing algorithms. The desription of it is quite ompliated. Optimal algorithms forlonger strings may have even more ompliated desriptions.Algorithm for the string abaaThe algorithm requires a window of size 8. A state of the algorithm is given as an informa-tion string � 2 [8k=1f0; a; A; b; Bgk, where � represents information known about the textsymbols in (a pre�x of) the window. To desribe the algorithm, we speify for eah statethe next query to be made, the amount of shift and the next state orresponding to the twopossible answers. We represent a? queries and b? queries by a single or double underline,respetively, under the appropriate symbol of the information string. For example, in stateP in Table 1, an a? query is made at the fourth position in the window.For ertain information strings, the task of �nding all pattern ourrenes deomposes intotwo logially disjoint tasks, heking ourrenes in some �nite pre�x and heking in theremainder. Suh a state is represented in the tables by a pair of states with the onnetive�. For example, in state R of Table 1, if the seventh symbol is found not to be an a thenit is suÆient to hek separately for ourrenes within the �rst �ve positions (state F )and in the text string beginning at the sixth position (state Q).Table 2 shows, for eah �nite subproblem whih arises in this way, the next query to be madeand the number of queries required in the worst ase to resolve that subproblem. The latteris omputed reursively by following the transitions in Table 2. A `p' in Table 2 indiatesthat a full ourrene of the pattern has been found and the treatment of the urrentsubproblem is �nished. A `|' indiates that the treatment of the urrent subproblem hasended without �nding suh an ourrene. 16



transitionsstate inf. & query math mismathstate shift state shiftP a000 R 0 Q 2Q 0A T 0 U 2R a00a000 S 0 Q� F 5S a00a00a0 P �H 7 T �G 6T aA00 P �D 3 Q 2U 0 P 0 U 1Table 1: The main transition table of the abaa algorithm.

new statestate inf. & query math mismath worst-ase ostA a0aa p | 1B ab0a p | 1C a0a0 A | 2D a00a A | 2E a00aa A D 3F a00a0 C D 3G a00a00a D � B F 4H a00a00aa E � A D �D 5Table 2: The seondary transition table of the abaa algorithm.
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In Table 1, the main part of the algorithm is presented. The graph showing the transitionsbetween states of Table 1 is given in Figure 5. The orresponding number of omparisons tomake the transition and �nish any onsequent subproblem and the resulting shift is shownon eah arrow. It an be veri�ed that the worst ase orresponds to iterating the ylePRS, and this proves that 4(abaa) � 87 .9 Conluding remarksWhat is the hardest string to �nd? The, perhaps disappointing, answer is aba (or mumand dad and so on). We know that �0(aba) = 43 and that �0(w) � 43 for any stringw ([GG92℄). We believe that �0(w) < 43 whenever jwj � 4 but this is not establishedyet (exept for jwj � 8 [CH92℄). This would imply that aba, and its like, are stritlythe hardest strings to �nd. It is interesting to note that while we have shown here that�(aba) = �0(aba) = 0(aba) = 43 , the exat value of (aba) is not known yet. We onlyknow that 65 � (aba) � 43 .The task of omputing the exat value of �0(w) or any of the other three variants, for everygiven pattern w, seems at present to be a very hard task. The onstants �0(w); 0(w) anin priniple be omputed algorithmially as there is only a �nite, though huge, number ofdi�erent on-line algorithms for every spei� w. The task of �nding (w) and �(w) maybe even harder. We do not know at present whether (w) and �(w) are always rational,although it would be very odd if they were not.A small gap still remains between our lower bounds and the upper bounds of Cole andHariharan [CH92℄. While losing this gap will have no pratial value, we think that itmay reveal many interesting properties of strings and string mathing algorithms.Referenes[Ah90℄ A.V. Aho, Algorithms for �nding patterns in strings, Handbook of TheoretialComputer Siene, Vol.A, ed. J. van Leeuwen, Elsevier Siene Publishers B.V.(1990), pp. 257{297.[AG86℄ A. Apostolio and R. Gianarlo, The Boyer-Moore-Galil string searhing strate-gies revisited, SIAM Journal on Computing, 15 (1986), pp. 98-105.[AC89℄ A. Apostolio and M. Crohemore, Optimal anonization of all substrings of astring, Tehnial Report No. TR 89-75, LITP, Universit�e Paris 7, FRANCE,(1989).[BGR90℄ R. Baeza-Yates, G.H. Gonnet, M. Regnier, Analysis of Boyer-Moore type stringsearhing algorithms, Proeedings of the 1st Annual ACM-SIAM Symposiumon Disrete Algorithms, (1990), pp. 328-343.[BG92℄ D. Breslauer and Z. Galil, EÆient omparison based string mathing, ReportCS-R9249 CWI, Amsterdam. 18
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Figure 5: The transition diagram of the abaa algorithm.
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